




If you’re on this page you’re probably a photographer starting out looking to create work like you see on all those 
Instagram pages you follow for inspiration. The best tip I can give you is to, first of all, put in the work before 
your session. Get to know them - figure out how she likes for him to hold her and what he does that makes her 
laugh, actually care about them! What’s the point if they’re just another client… Being a photographer is SOOO 
much more than just showing up and holding an expensive camera, fam! It’s YOUR JOB to make them feel natural 
and make posing effortless. 

My style is more of a candid feel, capturing my couples in their element. Here’s the thing, most people ARE NOT in My style is more of a candid feel, capturing my couples in their element. Here’s the thing, most people ARE NOT in 
their element in front of the camera. It’s our job to create that for them - make them feel comfortable, natural. If 
you’re still reading this, you probably have more of a candid style, too! Keep on reading, there’s some good stuff in 
here!

{First things first - always keep in mind, our couples are people, living humans. They’re not just subjects we to pose 
to make our feed look pretty. Its our job to serve them in every way possible to make those shots come so natural 
that they’re having a blast the whole time - keep their feelings first!}

Tip #1:Tip #1:
Get to know them! Ask them questions like what I said above and listen to what they have to say. Ask them how 
they met. Maybe even text them separately and get them to both answer a list of questions. All of these can be used 
later to make them feel meggaaaa comfortable in front of the camera and even to incoporate into action-poses 
during the session. Basically you’re becoming the best 3rd wheel/fangirl-guy there is! 

Tip #2:
Get them to make a pinterest board/inspiration board of what style of pictures they like - make sure you’re the Get them to make a pinterest board/inspiration board of what style of pictures they like - make sure you’re the 
right photographer for them. You’re not doing them or yourself a favor if their Pinterest board is filled with 
“smile and look at the camera” photos with a really bright and airy style when YOUR style is candid poses with 
darker, moody edits. Not every client is for you and you’re not for every client, and THAT’S OKAY!

When they make this board and send it to you, you have now created another to-do for your to-do list. The poses 
you see, yes, you can place them perfectly in that pose and ask them to fake laugh… OR you can really put in the 
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Tip #3:
Give them actions to take rather than poses to hold. If you see a photo on their Pinterest board where the couple Give them actions to take rather than poses to hold. If you see a photo on their Pinterest board where the couple 
is so intimately close, almoooooostttt kissing. Think of an action to tell them to do to get them there. I like to 
refer to the Nicholas Sparks book covers - almost everyone has atleast seen a cover of his even if they’ve never 
read one of his books! I tell them they aren’t allowed to kiss until I say though, so the action is of them getting 
closer and closer and closer until finally they kiss, and by that point I’ve had plenty of time to get the sunset that 
is behind them perfectly placed between their foreheads so the shot is totally magical. You can also take this same 
pose in a different location, and just before the kiss sometimes I’ll snort really loud and obnoxiously (hahaha), I pose in a different location, and just before the kiss sometimes I’ll snort really loud and obnoxiously (hahaha), I 
have my finger on the trigger snapping every moment of laughter.

These Action-Poses create a light-hearted atmosphere where everyone feels super comfortable and almost every 
session, my couples tell me they “can’t wait to see the pictures!” 

Tip #4:
Let yourself be creative. Don’t stop at just creating what they have on their Pinterest - now that you’ve gotten to 
know them, create actions that their personalities will LOVE and flourish in. If they’re more timid people, that’s 
totally fine. Create actions that will suit them. If they’re ready to have a blast, create actions for that!

Tip #5:
Have fun and be yourself. Always remember, they booked you because they value your work enough to pay for your 
services. There’s no one in the entire universe that is YOU. 

I can’t wait to see you killin’ it! Go get ‘em!
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